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ASK LEWIS 
Tracking the Borrowing Habits of the Nation 

 
 
LEWIS (Loans Enquiry Web Information Service), PLR’s sophisticated database, provides us with 
fascinating information on UK book loans across hundreds of subject categories for 2011-12.  
 
Cookery 
Once again the UK’s favourite cookery book was Jamie Oliver’s Jamie’s 30-minute meals. But library 
users in Scotland preferred Yotam Ottolenghi’s vegetarian recipe book – Plenty. Other regional 
variations included Mary Berry’s 100 cakes and bakes coming top in the East Midlands and Rachel 
Allen’s Home cooking leading the way in Northern Ireland. Elsewhere austerity seems to have had an 
impact with Catherine Atkinson’s Making the most of your slow cooker and the Good Housekeeping 
Institute’s Family meals for a fiver proving most popular in Yorkshire and the North-East respectively.    
 
Gardening 
Fruit and vegetable cultivation proved more popular than flower growing and garden design this year. 
No 1 across the UK was Carol Klein’s Grow your own veg! Andi Clevely’s The allotment book proved 
most popular with library borrowers in Scotland. Elsewhere, Alan Titchmarsh’s Vegetables and herbs 
came top with library users in the North-West and over the Pennines in the North-East DG Hessayson’s 
The easy-care gardening expert proved most popular. Further south, London readers favoured James 
Wong’s Grow your own drugs: easy recipes for natural remedies.  
 
Biography and True Stories 
Sweeping the board this year was Kate McCann’s Madeleine: our daughter’s disappearance.  But  
there were some interesting regional variations. Show biz personalities proved most popular in the 
South West (Dawn French’s Dear Fatty) and in the West Midlands (Julie Waters’s That’s another story). 
True life memoirs proved more popular in the East with Jennifer Worth’s Farewell to the East End top 
and in the East Midlands where Mikey Walsh’s Gypsy Boy led the way. London readers preferred 
Edmund de Waal’s The hare with the amber eyes. Yorkshire borrowers preferred Deborah 
Devonshire’s Wait for me: the memoirs of the youngest Mitford sister.  
 
Lifestyle and Pesonal Style Guides 
Gok Wan’s Work your wardrobe topped the UK charts. Borrowers in Scotland and London were also 
keen on personal appearance with Cosmo’s sexiest beauty secrets proving most popular north of the  
border, and Bobbi Brown’s makeup manual coming top in the capital. Elsewhere the focus was on  
domestic decor: in the South-East Lucinda Ganderton’s Creating vintage style was the biggest hit, and  
in the East Liz Bauwens and Alexandra Campbell’s Thrifty chic: interior style on a shoestring topped the  
lending figures. Welsh readers preferred Etiquette and modern manners by Edward Cyster etc.     
  
Travel and Holidays 
Although Damien Simonis’s Italy is the most borrowed travel book across the UK, it does not come top 
in any of the regions where an interesting mix of travel guides to parts of the UK and to foreign 
countries take the honours.   In the East Time out Norfolk and Suffolk leads the popularity stakes, in 
Scotland Alan Forbes’s In and around Glasgow leads the way, and in the South West Oliver Berry and 
Belinda Dixon’s Devon, Cornwall and southwest England is top. Elsewhere, guidebooks to Florida 
proved most popular in the North-East and to Spain in the East Midlands. Northern Ireland borrowers 
interestingly opted for Neil Wilson’s Malta and Gozo.   
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